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Abstract 
The generalized Lefschetz number of a selfmap on a finite CW complex is a trace-like 
quantity that captures both the Lefschetz number and the Nielsen number of the map. In 
this paper, we will define a relative generalized Lefschetz number for a selfmap f : (X, A) 
+ (X, A) of a finite CW pair, in terms of the generalized Lefschetz numbers of the maps f 
on X and fA =f 1 A on A. From this number one can extract the relative Nielsen number, 
thereby allowing us to compute it as a trace. 
Key words: Generalized Lefschetz number; Relative Nielsen number; Topological fixed 
point theory 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 55M20, 55U99 
1. Introduction 
In topological fixed point theory, there are two well-known homotopy invariants 
associated to every selfmap f : X +X of a finite CW complex X, namely, the 
Lefschetz number L(f) and the Nielsen number N(f). While L(f) gives an 
algebraic count of the number of fixed points of f, N(f) gives the cardinality of 
the fixed point set. Furthermore, L(f) is defined as a trace and therefore is easier 
to compute, but the calculation of N(f) is in general very difficult. The general- 
ized Lefschetz number introduced by Fade11 and Husseini [2] is a trace-like 
quantity that captures both L(f) and N(f). 
Suppose that X is connected. For every lift f: ?? -2 of f to the universal 
cover 2, there is an associated homomorphism 4 : T + T given by f~ = 4(a>f for 
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all u E r, where r is the group of deck transformations. The generalized Lef- 
schetz number _%S(f; X1> [2] is defined as a trace which takes value in ZRJa], 
the free Z-module generated by the set of orbits R&r] of the Reidemeister action 
on 7r defined by u * (Y + aa4(a>-‘. Under certain conditions [6, Theorem 1.131, 
one can express _Y(S(f; X)) as a weighted sum CPi,p where i, denotes the fixed 
point index of the fixed point class corresponding to the Reidemeister class p. 
Hence L(f) = CJ, and N(f) = #(p 1 i, # O}. For maps on surfaces, _Y(S(f; X)) 
can be computed using Fox calculus [3]. Furthermore, when X is a compact 
triangulable manifold of dim X2 3, the vanishing of _.Y(S(f; X)) is equivalent to 
the vanishing of the obstruction to deforming f to be fixed point free. 
For a selfmap f : (X, A) + (X, A) of a finite CW pair (X, A), Schirmer [9] 
introduced a relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A) which enjoys the usual proper- 
ties of the classical Nielsen number. Under certain mild conditions on (X, A), 
N(f; X, A) can be realized as a sharp lower bound for the minimal number of 
fixed points in the (relative) homotopy class of f. However, although the relative 
Nielsen number provides the minimal number of fixed points in the homotopy 
class of f, the computation of N(f; X, A) is more complicated than that of the 
ordinary Nielsen number N(f) as it is defined in terms of N(f) and N(f,) where 
fA =f IA. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a relative generalized Lefschetz 
number _Y(S(f; X, A)) (cf. Section 3) in terms of the generalized Lefschetz 
numbers _Y(S(f; Xl) and _5?(((fA; A)). Moreover, _Y(S(f; X, A)) takes values 
in some (Z x 7)-module and can be expressed as a weighted sum C(i,,, iZP)p so 
that N(f; X, A) is the number of classes p with nonzero weights. Therefore, we 
can compute N(f; X, A) by computing the trace-like quantities P(S(f; Xl> and 
5V(f,4; A)). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the necessary 
background on the relative Nielsen number and generalized Lefschetz number. 
We define the relative generalized Lefschetz number and verify some basic 
properties in Section 3. In Section 4, we prove our main results and apply the 
relative generalized Lefschetz number to the study of fixed points for fiber 
preserving maps. In the final section, we give some illustrative examples. 
For further background in topological fixed point theory, we refer the reader to 
L71. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we review the necessary background on relative Nielsen theory 
and the generalized Lefschetz number. Our treatment of the former is via the 
covering space approach so that it will be suitable for the setting of the latter. For 
more details on these theories, we refer the reader to [2,6,9]. 
First, let us recall the classical theory of fixed point classes [1,7]. Let f : X -+X 
be a selfmap of a connected finite CW complex and let vx : x+X be the 
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universal covering projection. A fixed point class of f is of the form qXFix(f) 
where f’: X+X is a lift of f to the universal cover of X. Furthermore, distinct 
classes correspond to distinct conjugacy classes of lifts. Associate to each fixed 
point class F an index, denoted by i(X, f, F), which is the usual fixed point index 
of F if F # @ and 0 otherwise. Denote by FPC(f) the set of all fixed point classes 
of f. 
Suppose that A CX is a connected subcomplex. Let Q : A’+A denote the 
universal cover of A and let j, : A +X be the inclusion map. Choose base points 
a0 EA, a’, E q;‘(j,Ja,)) and i0 E q-‘(j,Ja,)). Let Ja : A +d be the unique lift 
of j, with Ja<fi,> =zEO. Thus, the following diagram commutes 
A-52 
Moreover, given a selfmap f : (X, A) -+ (X, A) and a lift fA : A’ +A of fA = 
f I A, there exists a unique lift f: X --+X of f such that the following diagram 
commutes 
This gives rise to a well-defined function from the fixed point classes of fA 
the fixed point classes of f. Namely iFPC : FPC(f,) -+ FPC(f 1 is given 
iFPC(rlAFix( f,>> = TxFix( f 1. 
to 
by 
Now we suppose that A = U iEyAk where the A, are the connected compo- 
nents of A such that fk=f IA,:A,+A, for all k=l,...,n. Then, for each 
k = 1,. . . , n, we have a function iIpc : FPC( f,> + FPC(f 1 and Fix( f,> = 
LI ,Fix( fk). The ordinary Nielsen numbers of f and fA are defined by 
N(f) =#{F-PC(f)Ii(X, f, F) #O} 
and 
N(f,) = ?#{FtFPC(f,)l@I,‘, fk, F) +O}. 
k=l 
The number of essential common classes is given by 
N( f, fA) = #{FE FPC( f) I i( X, f, F) # 0 and for some k 3H E FPC( fk) 
with irPC(H) =F and i(A,, fk, H) #O}. 
The relative Nielsen number off [9] is defined by 
Wf; X7 A) =N(f) -N(f, f/t) +Nf,). 
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We now turn to the definition of the generalized Lefschetz number (see [2,6]). 
Let f, X and qx be as before. Denote by r the group of covering transformations 
Cov(~~) identified with 7,(X>, the fundamental group of X. Given any u E r 
there exists a unique element +(a> E r such that 
f’ V=4(a)+. 
This defines a group homomorphism 4 : T + T. 
The Reidemeister action of r on rr (on the left) is given by 
(T*LY=u~(YO~((T)-~ for a, gE7r. 
The orbit of an element under this action is called a (r, 4)-Reidemeisfer class 
and we will denote by [a] or [ (~1~ the class containing (Y. The Reidemeister module 
is the free Z-module ZRJT] generated by the set R&T] of orbits of the 
Reidemeister action. 
Following [7, p. 261, there is a l-l correspondence between FPC(f) and R&n-l 
such that the fixed point class ~XFix(~~l~l has [LY] as its corresponding (r, 4>- 
Reidemeister class. Furthermore, if f’ is another lift of f then there is a natural 
bijection 5 : R&T] -+ R,,[T] sending the (r, $)-class containing (Y to the (7, +‘)- 
class containing (Y where 4’ : T + T is the homomorphism induced by f’. This 
function extends linearly to an isomorphism 5, on the Reidemeister modules. If 
we let 
z(f) = c i(X, f, Fp)p E zR+[r I 
PER&~I 
where F,, is the fixed point class associated to the Reidemeister class p, then 
P(f’) =(*(2(f)) E w#hl 
with i(X, f, Fcecp,) = i(X, f, F,). 
Consider the functions v and A : ZRJTI + Z given by 
v(zi,p) = cS(i,) where 6 = 
P 
and 
A(Ci,p) = Ci,. 
Note that the Nielsen number N(f) = &Y(f)) and the ordinary Lefschetz num- 
ber L(f) = ~(_Y(J?). M oreover, the functions v and A are defined and invariant 
on ZRJT] for 4’ induced by any lift f’. In fact, _Y(fl can be expressed as a 
trace-like quantity as follows. 
Let S(f; X) denote the following commutative diagram [2,61: 
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Again, 7~ = Cov(nx) and 4 is the homomorphism induced by 5 
We may assume, without loss of generality, that f is cellular and k is given the 
cellular structure naturally induced by X. Consequently, the map f will be cellular 
and will induce chain maps f& : C,(X) + C,(X) on the cellular chains of 2. 
Since C,(X) is a free Z[ ~1 module, we can choose a r-basis and obtain a matrix 
P, EJ&~![~]) associated to J&, where J&‘#[T]> denotes the set of all n X IZ 
matrices with coefficients in Z[rl. Let y : T + R+[T] take an element in r to its 
equivalence class in R+[r] and extend linearly. 
Define the Reidemeisfer trace .Fr : dn@[rl) + Z[T1 by 
yr(( mij>) = Y ‘tr(( mij)) 
where, by tr, we mean the usual trace. 
The generalized Lefschetz number off associated to a geometric setting S( f; X) 
is defined by 
_!F(S(f; X)) = $ (-l)qYr(Pq). 
q=o 
By [6, Theorem 1.131, the Reidemeister trace can be written as a weighted sum 
so that 
P’(S(f; X)) =2(f). 
Since we will be assuming X to be a finite CW complex throughout this paper, 
for convenience of notation, we will use Y(f) to denote the generalized Lefschetz 
number as a trace as well as a weighted sum over the fixed point classes of f. The 
generalized Lefschetz number _S?(f-) contains both the information on the Nielsen 
and the Lefschetz numbers, and it enjoys the usual properties such as homotopy 
invariance, commutativity and homotopy type invariance (see 16, Section 11). 
Given a selfmap f :(X, A) +(X, A) with fk = f I A,: A, -A, where the A, 
are the connected components of A and lifts f-, f;, for each k = 1,. . . , n, we can 
define the corresponding generalized Lefschetz numbers P’(f) and 2’(fk), k = 
1 3 . . . , n. We will define, in the next section, a relative generalized Lefschetz 
number of f in terms of 2?(f) and _Y(fk) an verify its basic properties. d 
3. The relative generalized Lefschetz number 
Throughout this section, we assume that (X, A) is a finite CW pair, X is 
connected and A has n connected components A,, _ . . , A,. 
Definition 3.1. Let f: (X, A) + (X, A) be a map such that fk =f 1 A, : A, -+A, 
fork= l,..., n. A relative geometric setting S(f; X, A) for f consists of geometric 
settings S( f; X) and S( fk; Ak) of f and fk, for k = 1,. . . , n. 
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Given a lift f;, of fk and a lift jk of the inclusion j, : A, +X, there exists a 
unique lift f” of f such that the following diagram commutes 
This diagram induces, for each k = 1,. . . , n, homomorphisms +k : T -+ TT which 
are conjugate to f#~. Also, we obtain homomorphisms 4k : rk --+ rk and Jk : rk * T 
satisfying 
(i> I$~(~>o f” =fk 0 (Y, 
(ii> $k(~k) 0 f;, = f;, 0 (Ye and 
(iii) Jk(a,)o jk = jk 0 CY~ for all k, 
where (Y E r = Cov(nx) and crk E rk = Cov(vk). 
Using the l-1 correspondence between FPC(f) and R,[rrl, the function 
if” : FPC( f,> -+ FPC( f) gives rise to a function i k : Rck[ rk] + R+k[ 5-1. Together 
with the natural bijection lk : R,Irl + R&r], we let 
ik” : R4,[Tkl + R4[Tl 
be the composite function (tk)-l 0 i,. 
Let Rc denote the set 
{(a> P> l R+TT] ‘%&%I likR(P) = a], 
the pullback of R&T] and R+k[rk]. 
Definition 3.2. For ME CB~I;ZR,~[T,I, write A4 as Cm@. Define the support of 
M as the set 
s,= {PIm,#O} l ijR,k[‘5.& 
k=l 
For any given ME CB~:;ZR,~[T,], define a function 
@,&R&T] -kiI(L x Z)R,* CD (Z X L)R,[r] 
by 
C (n,, mp)(% P), if (Y = i,“( /3) for some k with p E S,, 
QM(naa) = PESM 
(n,, O)ff, otherwise. 
Definition 3.3. The relative generalized Lefscheftz number of a relative geometric 
setting S( f; X, A) is defined by 
p(S(f; X, A)) =@TCf,l(p(f)) E (ZxZ)R(+, n) 
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where 
and 
R($, n) = ;., UR&-1. 
k=l 
Note that when A = 6, in which case _!?(fA> = 0, or when A =X, the relative 
generalized Lefschetz number _%S(f; X, A)) is canonically isomorphic to P(f). 
Given a relative homotopy H :(X, A) + (X, A) with H, =f and H, =g, for 
everyliftfoffandfioff,,k=l , . . . , ~1, we can lift the homotopies H I X x I 
and HIA,~lto~lXXlandE?lk,X1respectively,sothat filXX(l}and 
tik I A, x (1) are lifts of g and g,. By the homotopy invariance property of the 
(absolute) generalized Lefschetz number [6, 1.111 we have the following 
Theorem 3.4 (Homotopy invariance). Zf S<f; X, A) is a relative geometric setting 
for f and g :(X, A) -+ (X, A) is homotopic to f, then there is a relative geometric 
setting S(g; X, A) (homotopic to S(f; X, A)) such that 
z(S(f; X, A)) =p(S(g; X, A)). 
For the absolute case, it is sometimes more convenient to compute the general- 
ized Lefschetz number using a different lift f-’ of f. Using the natural isomor- 
phism between the (r, $)- and (r, +‘I-Reidemeister modules, _.S?(S( f; X, A)) 
and .P’(S’( f; X, A)) are canonically isomorphic, where S( f; X, A) and 
S’( f; X, A) are two relative geometric settings of f. We obtain the following 
Theorem 3.5 (Independence of lifts). Let S( f; X, A) and S’( f; X, A) be two 
relative geometric settings off : (X, A) + (X, A). There exists an isomorphism 
E$ : (Z X Z)R(+, n) + (Z X L)R(+‘, n) 
such that 
%(p(S(f; X, A))) =T(S’(f; X, A)). 
Proof. Consider the bijections tk : R+,[rkl * R+;[T~I, k = 1,. . . , n and E : R&n-l 
+ R+,[ T] where 4, $k and +‘, 4; are the induced homomorphisms for S( f; X, A) 
and S’( f; X, A) respectively. These bijections give rise to bijections & : Rk* + RL* 
on the pullbacks. Let E!+ = @,& .+ @ 5, be the isomorphism induced by jk and 5. 
q 
The next property is commutativity. Let f : (X, A) --) (Y, B) and g : (Y, B) + 
(X, A) be maps of finite CW pairs where X and Y are connected, A = IJ ;= 1 Ai, 
B = U y= 1 B,, Aj and Bj are the connected components of A and B respectively. 
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We assume that gf : (X, A) -+ (X, A) and fg :(Y, B) + (Y, B) are such that 
gf I Ai : Ai +Ai for all i and fg I Bj : Bj + Bj for all j. Without loss of generality, 
we may also assume that f I di : Ai +Bi and glB,:Bi-+A, for i=l,...,n. Let 
f:X+I;, g:2;&, A:Ai+Bi, &:& -+A, be the lifts of the respective maps to 
the universal covers. These lifts induce unique homomorphisms 4 : z- -+ 6, 4 : 7i + 
T, +i : ri + 7ii and rcIi : 7ii + rTTi where rr, n-j are the groups of covering transforma- 
tions of X + X and k, -+Ai; 6, 7ii are the groups of covering transformations of 
Y+ Y and ii + Bi. Furthermore, we obtain the relative geometric settings 
S(gf; X, A) and S(fg; Y, B) with induced homomorphisms $4, rcri~i and &!J, 
4&i respectively. By the commutativity property of the generalized Lefschetz 
number [6, 1.121, the following is straightfoward to verify. 
Theorem 3.6 (Commutativity). Let 
0, : (Z x qq44, n) --f (Z x qq4rCr7 n> 
be the homomorphism induced by 




&,@‘(S(gf; X, A))) =~(S(.fg; Y> B)). 
Last of all, we obtain the following 
Theorem 3.7 (Homotopy type invariance). Suppose that f:(X, A) + (X, A) and 
g : (Y, B) -+ (Y, B) are maps of finite CW pairs such that the following diagram is 
homotopy commutative 
LX, A)- f LX, A) 
h I I h 
(Y, BIB- (Y, B) 
and h is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. Given any relative geometric setting 
S(g; Y, B) of g, there exists a relative geometric setting S( f; X, A) off such that 
h,(T(S(f; X, A))) =T(S(g; Y, B)) 
where h .+ : (Z x Z)R(4, n) -+ (Z x Z)R(I,/I, n) is an isomorphism induced by h. 
Proof. Let k be a homotopy inverse for h so that f - kgh. Then, 
_!Z( S( g; Y, B)) =5?( S( hkg; Y, B)) by Theorem 3.4 
=h,(_F(S(kgh; X, A))) byTheorem3.6 
=h,(L?(S(f; X, A))) byTheorem3.4. 0 
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For convenience of notation, we will write Z’(f: f:,) to denote P(S(f; X, A)) 
where S(f; X, A) is the geometric setting of f with lifts f and f: = {fk}. 
4. Main results 
One can extract the Lefschetz and the Nielsen numbers of f from its general- 
ized Lefschetz number 5?(f) via the functions A and u as defined in Section 2. In 
this section, we will show that the relative Nielsen number is the number of terms 
with nonzero weights in the relative generalized Lefschetz number. We will also 
compute the relative generalized Lefschetz number under Jiang type conditions. 




be the function defined by 
where 
if (m, rz) = (O,O), 
otherwise. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f : (X, A) + (X, A) b e a selfmap of a finite CW pair with X 
connected. Given any geometric setting for f with lifts f-and f> = (fi}, the relative 
Nielsen number is gicen by 
N(f; X, A) =J(-+, f;)) 
Pr_oof. Suppose that A has A,, . . . , A, as connected components and f, fl = 
{f,,...,.EJ are the lifts of f, fl, . . . , f, to the corresponding universal covers. We 
write the relative generalized Lefschetz number 
Y(.?, f:I) = S, @S, E (z X L)R(4, n) 
where 
Si = C (m,, n,)p 
n,iO 
and 
SZ = C (m,, 0)~. 
rn,#O 
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The support S,,f;l, of _Y’(&) is the set of {(rrk, 4,)),-Reidemeister classes with 
nonzero weights. It then follows that N(fA) = #S,,f,, =M(S,). Recall from the 
definitions in Section 2, 
N(f) -N(f, fA> 
=#{F~FPC(f)Ii(X,f,F)#OandforallkandH~FPC(f,) 
either iyC(H) #F or i(A,, fk, H) =O}. 
Thus, 
N(f) -Wf, f,4> =Ju&) 
and hence 
N(f; x, A) =M(S,) +Jqq =+q ii)). 0 
Remark 4.2. The summand S, in the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be further 
decomposed into 
s,= c (m,,O)@ c (m,,O)p. 
p~R,l~r],m,,+a PE UR;,m,,+O 
One can easily verify that the number of terms in the first summand of S, is the 
relative Nielsen number on the complement X -A defined by Zhao in [lo]. 
Next, we compute _Y’<f, &> under Jiang type conditions. 
The Jiang subgroup of a lift f of f is defined by [7, p. 301 
.T(f)=(rrEpl3(h,):f-f whichliftsto{&,):f-gf)c7;. 
If 4(r) cJ(p), then f- 4(a>f=f~ for all (T E r. By the homotopy invariance 
of the fixed point index and the fact that nxFix(fb-) = nXFix(cf), we have 
i(X, f, nXFix(f)) =i(X, f, ~Fix(&)) tla~x. 
Therefore if 4(r) cJ(f), then 
=-qf) = c i,P = i, c P 
P -+[“I P +J~iTl 
where i, = 8X, f, F,) for any p. 
If L(f)# 0 then L(f) =i,.N(f) and N(f)= #Coker(l -f*) where 
f* : H,(X; z) -+ H,(X; Z) is the induced homomorphism on homology. Using the 
decomposition of _Y<f, fA> in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the following is straight- 
forward to verify. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume the hypotheses as in Theorem 4.1. In addition, we assume that 
4(r) cJ(f) and 4k(rk) cJ(L) fork = 1,. . . , n. Let P = (1 < k <n 1 L(f,) # 0). Zf 
P = (d, then _Y( fi> = 0 and hence 
p(f, f-4) = (ix, 0) C P =2(f). 
P ERJ~I 
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ZfP#@, then 
-qfT f2) =kz&(ix> i_,,,($) @C&f, O)P 
P 
where, in the second summand, p E R&z-] - U k ~ riz(R,Ja,I), and iAk is the fixed 
point index of a fixed point class of fk in A,. Zf we denote by fk, and f * the induced 
homomorphisms on the first homology groups of A, and X respectively, then 
= L(f,)/#Coker(l - fk ) if L(fk) f 0. Also, ix = 0 if L(f I= 0 and ix= 
;;f),#Coker(l-f,) $Li‘f)#O. 
Remark 4.4. By applying the function Jy to _Y3(f, &,> in Theorem 4.3, one obtains 
[lo, Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.91. 
We conclude this section by relating relative Nielsen theory to the fixed point 
theory of fiber preserving maps. For the rest of this section, by a fiber space, we 
will mean a Hurewicz fibration p : E + B with fiber F, base B and total space E 
O-connected CW complexes. A map f: E + E is fiber preserving or is simply a 
fiber map if f induces a map f : B + B such that fp =pf. Given a fiber map f, let 
F ,, . . . , F,, be the essential fixed point classes of f. For any set of representatives 
[= lJ:+bi, b,EF,, we let FC= U;=‘=,F,,, fC=flF, and fj=flF,. We now 
consider f :(E, Fs) + (E, Fs) as a map of a pair. For k = 1,. . . , n, let llrk : (Z X 
L)R,* + TTRJT~] be the canonical projection onto the second coordinate (i.e., I)~ 
takes (m, n)(x, y) to ny and extends linearly using the diagonal Z-action on 
Z x Z). If we let nk = i(B, f, Fk), then for each k, we can define a function 
(Yk : +,k[Tkl - @ x Z)R,* by ak(m@> = (n,ma, m,>(i,R@), p>. Let T = 
@I=14k and A = e1-r’~~. 
Theorem 4.5. Let f be a fiber preserving map of a fiber space p : E + B. For any 
given set of representatives 5 of essential fixed points off, the following hold: 
(i> =%f, f;> E @kn=@ x Z)R,*, 
(ii> T(-HJT f;>> = @izl%fk) and 
(iii> n(@izI%fk>) =.=!8f) &> 
where f, f; and f;, are lifts off, fC and fk, respectively, and V, A are as defined 
above. 
Proof. Choose a lift 6 of p to the universal covers. There exists a unique lift sof f 
such that the following commutes 
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Let 4 and $ be the induced homomorphisms of f and L respectively. Similarly, 
we obtain a group homomorphism P: x - 77 given by P((Y)$ =~CY for (Y E G- = 
Cov(nE) and ;ii = Cov(qa). 
It is easy to see that P$ = $P. Thus P induces a function 9 : R&T] + R&?i]. 
Let p E R&r] and F be the corresponding fixed point class associated to p. 
Similarly, let F be the fixed point class associated to 9(p) ER~[EI. Using the 
local product formula of fixed point indices (see e.g. [7, p. 841) 
i(B, J‘, F) = 0 * i( E, f, F) = 0. 
In other words, essential fixed point classes of f lie over the essential fixed 
point classes of f. Moreover, if F is essential then it must contain some essential 
fixed point classes of fj for some i, 1 G i < n. Thus, by definition, no terms of the 
form (n,, 0)a can occur in _.P(f, &) and hence P’(E &) E @t=,(Z X Z)R,*. 
Claims (ii) and (iii) follow easily from the definitions of V’, A and the relative 
generalized Lefschetz number as defined in Section 3. 0 
The following corollary, obtained independently by Heath and Keppelmann in 
[51, is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5. 
Corollary 4.6. If we make the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.5 above, then 
N(f; E, Fc) =N(fc> =i$lN(fi)- 
Remark 4.7. If we assume any uniformity assumptions on the fiber (e.g. see [4]) so 
that N( f,) = N( f,) f or all 1 G i, j G n, then Corollary 4.6 implies that N( f; E, Fe) 
= N( f&V(f) w h ere fF = f,, for any 1 G i G n. Thus we recover [4, Theorem 4.41. 
We will end this paper with some examples in the next section in which explicit 
calculations will be carried out. 
5. Examples 
Example 5.1. Let X = D X S’, the solid torus and A = S’ X S’, the boundary of X. 
The cellular decomposition of X will consist of a single O-cell c’ = (1, l), two 
l-cells x,(0) = (e”, 1) and x,(t) = (1, e”), two 2-cells y,(0, t) = (e”, e”) and 
y2(r, 0) = (re”, l), and a single 3-cell z(r, 0, t) = (r-e”, e”). The subspace A is 
then a CW subcomplex of X with the above decomposition. 
Here, A = R2 and X = D X R. Furthermore, rA = Za @ Z/3 whereas r E Zp. 
Thus the inclusion map i : A + X does not induce a monomorphism on fundamen- 
tal groups. Let f :(X, A) + (X, A) be the map which takes the point (re”, e”) E 
D X S’ to the point (re-“, e3it). Then f 1 A = fA takes A to A. If we choose for 
the lift of f the map f given by 
f( rei0, t) = (rep”, 3t) 
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and for the lift of fA the map fa given by 
&(k t) = (-0,3t), 
then, the following diagram commutes 
with i: A --+z given by $0, t) = (e”, t). 
If we choose as a rA-basis for the cells of A the O-cell e” = (0, 01, the l-cells 
ei = (6, 0) and e: = (0, t), and the 2-cell e: = (0, t> for 0 < 8 < 1 and 0 <t < 1, 
then we can extend this basis to a r-basis for the cells of 8 by using the image 
under L of the rA-basis for the cells of A together with the 2-cell ei = (re”, 0) and 
the 3-cell e3 = (re”, t)whereO<r<l,O<0<1,andO<t<l. 
The map f’ on the cells is as follows: 
0 0 e’--+e, 
0 e: + -e:, 
0 ei-+ei +pei +P2ei, 
0 ef-, -ef-pef-P2ef, 
l e+ -e,2, 
l e3+ -e3 -Be3 -p*e" 
and the map fi on the cells is given by: 
0 e”+eo, 
0 e: -+ -a-le:, 
0 ek + el + j3ei + p’ei, 
0 e+ --(Y1e:-,~'pe:-c-u-1P2e:. 
Thus, 
-qLl) = [II - (- W’l + [II + [PI + [P’l) 
+(-[a-‘] - [dp] - [dp’]) 
= -[p] - [p’] - [a-‘p] - [aplp2] 
= -[l] - [p] - [Cl] - [CT-$] 
(since [l] = [p’] and [c’P’] = [CC’]). 
The homomorphism 4A : nyA + rA is given by 
+A(CI) = (Y-l 
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and 
4,4(P) =P3. 
Under this Reidemeister equivalence, 1 N u -~$J(T) for all (T E rA. Consequently, 
[l] = [aP2], [l] = [p2] and [l] = [(Y-~P~]. H owever the classes [l], [a-l], [PI and 
[a-‘/3] are distinct. Therefore, 
Z(h) = -[I] - [PI - [a-‘I - [a-P], 
N(fA) = 4 
and 
L(fA) = -4. 
We also have 
P(f) = [II - (-[II + PI + [PI + [PI) + (-PI - [PI - [P21 - PI) 
-(-PI - [PI - [P’l) 
= -[PI - [@“I. 
Since 4 : ST + T is given by &3) = p3, [ll = [p21 f [PI. Thus, 
p(f) = -PI - [PIT 
N(f) =2 
and 
L(f) = -2. 
Consequently, the relative generalized Lefschetz number is given by 
p(J=, A) = (-1, 4([uY~ Dl.4) + c-1, - 1)([1lx~ WIA) 
+(-I, -l)([Plx7 H4) +(-I, -l)([Plx, PPI,) 
and 
N( f; x, A) = 4. 
Example 5.2. Let X = S’ x S1 be the 2-torus and let A = 1 X S’ be the meridian 
of the torus, so that 7 = (a) x (b) E Z x Z and xA = (a) z Z. Note that in this 
case the inclusion i : A +X induces a monomorphism on the fundamental groups. 
Let f : X+X be given by f(e’“, e”) = (e3ie, e4it). Then, fA : A +A is given by 
fA(eif) = e4it. 
In this example, A’ = [w, X = R2 and the CW structure on X is the same as for 
A in the previous example. Let f: R2 -+ [w2 be given by f(O, t) = (38, 4t) and 
& : R + R be given by fA(t) = 4t. The induced homomorphisms 4 : T + T and 
+A :rrA + xA are given by 4,(a) = 4(a) = a4 and 4(b) = b3. 
The map f is as follows on the given cells: 
0 
l e”+e, 
l el + (l+a +a2 + u3>ei, 
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0 e’ + (1 + b + b*)e’ 2 2, 
l e* - (1 + a + a2 + a3 + b + ab + a*b + a”b + b2 + ab2 + a2b2 + a3b2)e2 
and the map f> is given by: 
0 0 eO-+e, 
0 ei + (1 + a + a2 + a3)e:. 
Thus, 
p(fA) = [II - (PI + [aI + [a’]+ VI) 
and 
T(f) = [II - ([II + [aI + [a’1 + [a”1 + PI+ [bl+ P21) 
+([l] + [a] + [Q”] + [a”] + [b] + [ab] + [a2b] + [a3b] + [b*] 
+[ab2] + [u2b2] + [a3b2]). 
Note that since 7 and rA are Abelian groups, R&Z-] and R+A[rAl, which 
correspond to Coker(1 - 4) and Coker(1 - 4A) respectively, are Abelian groups as 
well. In fact, one can easily check that R&r] = ([al l[a13 = [l]) x ([b] l[b12 = [l]) 
is isomorphic to Z, x Z, and R+,[T~] = ([u]~[u]~ = [l]) = Z,. Furthermore, [xy] 
= [xl[y] for any x, y in r or TV. Therefore, .9(fAl = -[ll- [a] - [a*] with [l], 
[a] and [a21 distinct so that N(fA) = 3 and L(fA) = -3. Also, Y(f) = [l] + [a] + 
[a*] + [b] + [ab] + [a*b] with each of these classes distinct. Thus, N(f) = 6 and 
L(f) = 6. 
Computing the relative generalized Lefschetz number yields 
-Q h) = (1, -1)([1lm MA) + (1, -qblxY bl.4) 
+(I, -l)(b21x> [a”]~) + (l>O)[blx+ (1, W4.x 
+(I, 0)b2&, 
and as a consequence, the relative Nielsen number N(f; X, A) = 6. 
Example 5.3. The following example, worked out in 131 for the absolute case, serves 
to illustrate how one can make use of Fox calculus in the computation of the 
relative generalized Lefschetz number. (The original example is due to McCord 
[8].) For the convenience of the reader we will repeat that portion of this example 
which can be found in [3, p.651. However, since we are interested in the relative 
case with A cX, we will use m to denote the element of Z[rl referred to as A in 
13, P. 64. 
Let X be a sphere with two handles and thus a 2-dimensional CW complex. 
Take the CW structure to consist of one O-cell uo, four l-cells e,, e2, e3, e4 and a 
single 2-cell u attached to the wedge B = Si V SA V Si V Si via a map h :&A + B. 
Let A = SL V Sk LB. Denote by x the generator for rr,(au) = Z and by (Y, /3, y, 6 
the generators of n-,(B) corresponding to the l-cells e,, e2, e3 and e4 respectively 
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with the appropriate orientation. Note that Z-,(B) = Ha, /?, y, S), the free group 
generated by (Y, p, y, 6 and ri(A) = F(a, /3>. If h,(x) = a/3aP1P-‘yGy-‘6-’ = R 
E r,(B), then the fundamental group of X is r = F(a, p, y, 6)/R. Let f: (X, A) 
+ (X, A) be a selfmap of the pair (X, A) such that the homomorphisms 4A : rA 
+ rA and 4 : T + T on the generators are given by 
+,(a) =4(u) =cu-‘p-i, 
4,(P) =4(P) =P& 
$(Y) = Y 
and 
4(6) =6. 
Then, the Jacobian matrix defined in 131 is given by 
I -1 -a-‘p-l 0 0 
J(O) = ,,,., l ; ; 
0 
\ 0 0 0 1 
and m = 1. Thus, by [3, Theorem 2.31, we have 
P(f) = [cy-l] - [l] with [a-‘] # [l]. 





p(lriia) 1 1 
and m,_, = 0. Thus, 
y(L) = PI - ~~~(Jki)) 
= [a-qA with [K’]~ z [llA. 
Computing the relative generalized Lefschetz number, we obtain 
=+, &) = (-I, 0)[11,+ (1, l)(WL [d‘4) 
and consequently N(f; X, A) = 2. 
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